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14 check Indicator 
"containerised" and 
Container No. in 
segment SGP

Indicator "containerised" and Container No. in segment SGP becomes 
mandatory (completes check no 2)

01.10.2004 04.10.2005 exact  rules: see B/L guide 
and/or B/L news no. 5 on 
www.bill-of-lading.de

25.05.2005

13 check description of goods 
- item level 1

Descrition of goods in item level 1 becomes mandatory 04.10.2005 25.05.2005

12 check Grossweight - item 
level 1

Grossweight in item level 1 becomes mandatory 04.10.2005 25.05.2005

10 check Port of Discharge 
(PoD)

Designation of UN/Locodes for PoD becomes mendatory 01.12.2004 01.02.2005 25.11.2004

11 check Packaging code 
"CN"

Usage of packaging code "CN" is prohibited from 1.02.05 01.12.2004 01.02.2005 25.11.2004

6 check Packaging code 
"palette"

Prohibition of information of palette as a packaging code, since important 
relations forbid this information.

Identification of the countries in which palette is forbidden as type of 
packing is carried out by PoD, Final Destination or Transshipment port.

01.02.2005 04.10.2005 Off 04.10.2005 palette as type 
of packing is no more 
authorized for USA (US), 
Canada (CA), Mexico (MX), 
Indonesia (ID), Puerto Rico (PR) 
and Guam (GU).

Probably off 01.02.2006 the 
pallete will be general prohibited 
as type of packing.

25.05.2005

7 check Commodity code 
(HS-Code)

The information of the commodity code is prescribed in some countries. 
(USA, Canada, Mexico, Indonesia)

In the case of an error the warning W55 (from 1.10.2004) and from 
1.07.2005 a rejection with error code 296 is assigned.

01.10.2004 01.07.2005 optional check  - 
check only occurs if this is 
requested generally by the 
sender

25.11.2004

8 check EDI-rules for 
creation and 
changing

Sending a modified message to a differing Address leads to problems;
multiple different versions of a single transmission exist at different 
recipients

Solution follows scheme:
1) Sending a cancallation (together with IFTMIN) to original receiver of B/L
2) Sending B/L (as original) to new receiver

01.02.2005 Testing starts 01.12.2004 20.09.2004

4 new message return of exchange 
rate and B/L-
number

Return exchange rate und B/L-number  to the sender/forwarder.

The EDIFACT message IFTMCS is employed.

01.12.2004 20.09.2004

2 check Indicator 
"containerised"

Check if indicator has been sent; if indicator is positive, also check if 
container number exists in B/L (warning W/53 resp. W/54) 

To header of B/L-message an FTX-segment with qualifier "cargo remarks" 
is introduced

01.10.2004 not planed yet 20.09.2004



1 check check of booking 
number

check, if given booking number applies not to the corresponding building 
rules a warning is given back (warning W52).

01.07.2004 01.11.2004 20.09.2004

3 new message extended 
confirmation

Possibility of extended confirmation by carrier in negative case (RE-
rejected)
Reason of rejection as plaintext (APERAK). Use is optional.
Errorcode 600 is returned to sender of B/L
A possible retransmission of the B/L-message has to be carried out as 
"Replacement"

01.10.2004 20.09.2004

9 check field entry 
description of  
packaging (plain 
text) in GID

The information "container" (and similar spelling) are not allowed  as 
description of  packing. 

Check will not be carried out on valid bulk container. 

01.10.2004 20.09.2004


